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The Arrow can be applied to any piece either with the graphic showing or with various levels of cropping (see samples on page to follow). It can also serve as a container for imagery. In some instances the Arrow can peek in from the bottom or the left side, pointing upward or forward.

The preferred use of the Arrow is as a subtle element in a shade of gray; however, white, Auburn orange and Auburn blue are also permitted in certain instances, explained further in this guide. See “Color Usage” guidelines below.
ORIGIN OF THE ARROW ELEMENT:

The Arrow element comes from the core of the Interlocking AU. The angle of the Arrow peak from the center of the apex is 60.5 degrees. This measurement must remain consistent when incorporating the Arrow element into designs.

60.5°

THE ANGLE OF THE ARROW FROM THE CENTER OF THE APEX.
What the arrow symbolizes:

Upward

Forward
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW: WHITE

The primary color of the Arrow is gray or white. Auburn orange and blue are secondary options only for special cases.

PRINT

100% white/paper
0/0/0/0

DIGITAL

100% white/paper
#ffffff
255/255/255
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW: GRAY

The primary color of the Arrow is gray or white. Auburn orange and blue are secondary options only for special cases.

PRINT
8% black

DIGITAL
12% black
COLOR USAGE - GRAY/WHITE

The opacity of the white Arrow may be adjusted when needed, but never below 15% opacity.

The gray Arrow should only appear on white backgrounds, with the opacity specified at the top of the page: 8% black for print and 12% black for digital.

On white backgrounds, use 8% black tint for printed materials or 12% black tint for digital screens.

Don’t place a white Arrow on a light background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

For mid-range backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-25% of white. Anything lower than 25% does not have enough contrast.

For dark backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-30% of white. Anything lower than 30% does not have enough contrast.

For Auburn orange backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-30% of white. Anything lower than 30% does not have enough contrast.

For Auburn blue backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-15% of white. Anything lower than 15% does not have enough contrast.

For light photographic backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-60% of white. Anything lower than 60% does not have enough contrast.

For dark photographic backgrounds, use any opacity from 100%-30% of white. Anything lower than 30% does not have enough contrast.

On white backgrounds, use 8% black tint for printed materials or 12% black tint for digital screens.

The gray Arrow should only appear on white backgrounds, with the opacity specified at the top of the page: 8% black for print and 12% black for digital.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW: AUBURN BLUE

The primary color of the Arrow should be gray or white. Auburn orange and blue are secondary options for special cases.

PRINT
Pantone 289 C
100/66/0/76

DIGITAL
#0b2341
11/35/65
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is gray as specified in "Color Usage: gray/white." In certain scenarios use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

On light backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

On mid-range backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On light photographic backgrounds, use 100%-30% opacity of Auburn blue. Any opacity less than 30% does not have enough contrast.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use any opacity from 100%-30% of white in this case. Anything lower than 30% does not have enough contrast.

OPACITY NOTES

Only adjust the opacity of the Auburn blue Arrow on a light photographic background; on solid backgrounds, the opacity must be 100%.

The opacity of the white Arrow may be adjusted when needed. See "Color Usage: gray/white" for more info.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW: AUBURN ORANGE

The primary color of the Arrow should be gray or white. Auburn orange and blue are secondary options for special cases.

PRINT
Pantone 158 C 0/66/99/0

DIGITAL
#e86100 232/97/0
**COLOR USAGE - AUBURN ORANGE**

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is gray as specified in “Color Usage: gray/white.” In certain scenarios use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.

On light photographic backgrounds, use 100%-40% opacity of Auburn orange. Any opacity less than 40% does not have enough contrast.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On dark backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.

On light photographic backgrounds, use 100%-40% opacity of Auburn orange. Any opacity less than 40% does not have enough contrast.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

**ONLY ADJUST THE OPACITY OF THE AUBURN ORANGE ARROW ON A LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND; ON SOLID backgrounds, the opacity must be 100%.**

The opacity of the white Arrow may be adjusted when needed. See “Color Usage: gray/white” for more info.
**USAGE: GRAPHIC ELEMENT**

Use the Arrow as an overlay foreground element to add visual interest. Select the opacity based on the “Color Options” chart on the previous page.

The Arrow is meant to be a subtle design element that is derived from the AU logo. The Arrow symbolizes moving upward and forward.

- **Rotate the Arrow 90 degrees and have it come in from the left side as an overlay element.**
- **Have the Arrow come in from the side as an overlay element. The Arrow can be cropped in different ways, as seen here.**
- **Crop the Arrow to look like two angled lines.**
- **Have the Arrow come in from the bottom as an overlay element.**
- **Have the Arrow come in from the left side as an overlay, then use the angle of 60.5 degrees to create a background for the Auburn logo.**

The Arrow can be cropped in different ways, as seen here.
**USAGE: GRAPHIC ELEMENT**

Use the Arrow to add visual interest to a communication piece as a gray mid-ground element on a white background. On white backgrounds, use 8% black tint for printed materials or 12% black tint for digital screens. See “Color Options” for more info.

The Arrow is meant to be a subtle design element that is derived from the AU logo. The Arrow symbolizes moving upward and forward.

---

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

**CAMPAIGN UPDATE FOR 2022**

**Campaign Overview:**
Some Things You Need to Know...

**Objective:**
How do you benefit from the AU logo?...

**Goal:**
And more...

**Tactic:**
...And more...

**Schedule:**
...And more...

**Budget:**
...And more...

---

**AGENDA TITLE**

**MONTH DATE YEAR**

**TITLE OF EVENT**

Title description here...

**Location**

**TITLE OF EVENT**

Title description here...

**Location**

**MONTH DATE YEAR**

**TITLE OF EVENT**

Title description here...

**Location**

---

**CONTACT**

Name | Email | Phone | Other Information
---

Name | Email | Phone | Other Information

---

**SCALE UP THE ARROW AND HAVE IT COME IN FROM THE BOTTOM AS A BACKGROUND ELEMENT.**

---

**AN UPDATE FROM TITLE OF YOUR TEAM OR DEPARTMENT**

Rotate the Arrow 90 degrees and have it come in from the left side of the page.

---

**AN UPDATE FROM ADVANCEMENT CULTURE AND TALENT**

Cropped Arrow.

---

**SCALE UP THE ARROW AND HAVE IT COME IN FROM THE BOTTOM AS A BACKGROUND ELEMENT.**

---

**CROPPED ARROW**

Cropped Arrow.
**USAGE: IMAGE CONTAINER**

Use the Arrow as an image container to add visual interest. Make sure you can see a significant portion of the subject of the photograph inside the Arrow image container.

**UPWARD**

Position the Arrow to come in from the bottom with an image inside.

**BRAND UPDATE**

Campus Communicators and Designers Meeting
February 16, 2022

**CAMPUS LIFE**

Make an image container out of the inner triangle of the Arrow; allow the outer thin line to filled with Auburn blue, Auburn orange or 8% gray solid fill.

**HANDS-ON STUDENT EXPERIENCE**

Make an image container out of the inner triangle of the Arrow, allow the outer thin line to become an image container as well but filled with a photographic texture that pairs well with the inner image.
This is a variation of the Arrow with an image inside, but the background is transparent to allow a hint of the image underneath to be shown.

This is a variation of the Arrow with an image inside. Create by extending the angled lines of the Arrow Peak while keeping the same angle of 60.5 degrees.
**USAGE: OVERLAY**

Emulate the Arrow graphic by creating an angled overlay. Using the angle of 60.5 degrees, create a white overlay on the left corner of the graphic. Then, create a thinner line overlay of 60.5 degrees that will be on the far right corner of the graphic.

Adjust the thinner line’s position left to right to allow the imagery underneath to breathe. Make sure you can see the subject of the imagery clearly and easily.

These two angled lines create the overall feeling of the Arrow graphic.
**USAGE:** COLLAGE

Place a collage of images inside 60.5 degree angled lines based on the Arrow.

Keep in mind to use high quality and clean images. Too many busy images can look cluttered. Ensure there is appropriate and equidistant spacing between the images.
**USAGE: UPWARD COLLAGE FORMED BY ANGLE**

Make a collage with frames created by the intersection of thin white lines at the 60.5 degrees.

Make sure the angled lines form an upward peak somewhere on the page that is easy to recognize. This is meant to reflect the look of the Arrow.

Keep in mind to use high quality and clean images. Too many busy images can look cluttered. Ensure there is appropriate and equidistant spacing between the images.
HOW TO ROTATE

DOs

UPWARD
Keep the Arrow pointing upward.

FORWARD
Rotate the Arrow 90 degrees to the right.

DON'Ts

DOWNWARD

BACKWARD
HOW TO CROP

**DOs**

**DON'Ts**
DO KEEP THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW THE SAME.

In most Adobe Cloud software, hold down shift and drag to keep the same proportions.

In Photoshop, drag the bounding box of the Arrow without holding down shift. (This has recently changed.)

In Word and PowerPoint, drag the corners while holding shift.

DON’T ADJUST THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW.

Don’t manipulate the shape in any way.

Don’t stretch the Arrow in any way.
As shown below, the Arrow is best used at a medium to large size. Avoid a giant or oversized Arrow, unless used as a concept. *See Usage pages above labeled Image Container, Overlay, Collage and Upward Collage Formed by Angle for the “Arrow as a Concept.”

1- TOO SMALL
1” print min.
72px digital min.

2- THIS WORKS

3- THIS WORKS

4- THIS SIZE IS RESERVED FOR THE ARROW AS A CONCEPT ONLY*

All of these examples are based on 8.5” x 11” sizing.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum acceptable size for the Arrow is 1 inch wide for print materials or 72 pixels for digital formats. The Arrow should not be made overly large, but sized appropriately based on the design aesthetic of the piece and proper clearspace.

CLEARSPACE
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the Arrow. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. The absolute minimum amount of clearspace for the Arrow is the same clearspace as the AU logo. The clearspace of the AU logo is equal to the space between the top of the “U” slab serif and the bottom of the “A” slab serif in the AU (see diagram).

To determine the Arrow clearspace, measure the size of the top of the “U” slab serif and the bottom of the “A” slab serif in the AU logo on the same page as the Arrow.
AN EXCEPTION TO THE CLEARSPACE RULE

Follow the clearspace rule from the page above. In some cases, text or imagery can overlap the Arrow. Text should only overlap the Arrow with one line in a title or a couple lines of body text. If the Arrow is covered by an image, make sure the point of the Arrow is visible. See the examples below.

0.25" min. (20px digital)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CAMPAIGN UPDATE FOR 2022

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW
Solo officiabrum qui minuscument ut harum quaet eum quas dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

OBJECTIVE
Milla ponorro volo quam velia magnihicis di con nostrat officia voleherea asciel endescient, opta voluptaque doluptatem qui tem ventos.
3 PILLARS DIRECTORY

3 PILLARS

ORIGIN

COLORS

USAGE SAMPLES

ROTATION

CROP

SCALE

SIZE/HEIGHT

CLEARSPACE

BACK TO MAIN DIRECTORY
The 3 Pillars element works best when applied at the top of a page/piece as a header element, but can work in many other ways. The graphic can be used on its own or paired with the Bar element (see Graphic Element 3).

The only approved colors for the 3 Pillars are Auburn orange, three specific shades of orange or white. See the Color Usage charts on the following pages for all color guidelines.

**GRAPHIC ELEMENT 2: 3 PILLARS**

**USAGE EXAMPLES:**

*Name/Title of Subject,* Insert your description here. Auburn University alumna, answers the call to serve on the front line in New York City. This is placeholder text. Replace the text here. The worst of times can bring out the best in people. This has been proven especially true for Auburn nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic. From those working at the epicenter to those leading groundbreaking medical research treatments, our nursing alumni have seen it all—heroism, perseverance and the very best of humanity.

*TITLE OF THE AD HERE*

*AN UPDATE FROM TITLE OF YOUR TEAM OR DEPARTMENT*
ORIGIN OF THE 3 PILLARS:

The 3 Pillars are derived from the Arrow located inside the AU Logo. The Arrow forms a triangle containing three sides. Each side of the triangle is one of the pillars in the 3 Pillars graphic element. The 3 Pillars represent Auburn University’s three pillars: instruction, research and outreach.
WHAT THE 3 PILLARS SYMBOLIZE:

Though the 3 Pillars represent Auburn University’s pillars, the element can represent the three pillars of any college, program or department.
COLOR CODES OF THE 3 PILLARS: WHITE

The primary color of the 3 Pillars is Auburn orange or shades of Auburn orange. White is a secondary option that works well on Auburn orange and Auburn blue backgrounds.

PRINT
100% white/paper
0/0/0/0

DIGITAL
100% white/paper
#ffffff
255/255/255
COLOR OPTIONS: WHITE

**CHOOSE AUBURN ORANGE ON WHITE**

On white backgrounds, select Auburn orange 3 Pillars. Use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: Auburn orange” page.

Don’t place the white 3 Pillars on a light background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn orange in this case.

On mid-range backgrounds, use 100% white.

On dark backgrounds, use 100% white.

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, you can use 100% white, but the preferred color is 100% Auburn orange.

Don’t place the white 3 Pillars on light photographic backgrounds, because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn orange in this case.

On dark photographic backgrounds, use 100% white.

The opacity of the 3 Pillars should be 100%.
COLOR CODES OF THE 3 PILLARS: AUBURN ORANGE

The primary color of the 3 Pillars is Auburn orange or shades of Auburn orange. White should be a secondary option.

PRINT
Pantone 158 C
0/66/99/0

DIGITAL
#e86100
232/97/0
COLOR OPTIONS: AUBURN ORANGE

- On white backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- On light backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- Don’t place the 3 Pillars on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.
- On dark backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- On Auburn orange backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- On Auburn blue backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- On light photographic backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.
- Don’t place the 3 Pillars on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

OPACITY NOTES

The opacity of the 3 Pillars should be 100%.
COLOR CODES OF 3 PILLARS: SHADES OF AUBURN ORANGE

The primary color of the 3 Pillars is shades of Auburn orange or Auburn orange, depending on design preference. White should be a secondary option.

PRINT

CMYK:
Line 1 = 0/66/99/0
Line 2 = 0/70/100/8
Line 3 = 0/74/100/16

DIGITAL

RGB:
Line 1 = 237/129/51
Line 2 = 232/97/0
Line 3 = 204/78/11
COLOR OPTIONS: SHADES OF AUBURN ORANGE

On white backgrounds, use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: shades of Auburn orange” page.

On light backgrounds, use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: shades of Auburn orange” page.

Don’t place the 3 Pillars on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On dark backgrounds, use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: shades of Auburn orange” page.

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: shades of Auburn orange” page.

On light photographic backgrounds, use correct print or digital colors indicated on the “Color Codes of 3 Pillars: shades of Auburn orange” page.

Don’t place the 3 Pillars on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use white in this case.

The opacity of the 3 Pillars should be 100%.
**USAGE:** **GRAPHIC ELEMENT**

Use the 3 Pillars as a header element at the top of a page/piece to add visual interest. See “Color Options” page for proper usage of color.

---

**STUDENT RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM**

**Room 2225**

- **8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.** Biomedical Science in Veterinary Medicine
- **10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.** Computer Science and Software Engineering
- **11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.** Biological Sciences
- **1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.** Biomedical Sciences in Veterinary Medicine
- **2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.** Nutrition, Dietetics and Biology

---

**AN UPDATE FROM**

**TITLE OF YOUR TEAM OR DEPARTMENT**

**INFORMATIONAL BAR**

---

**TITLE OF THE AD HERE**

This is placeholder text. Replace the text here. The worst of times can bring out the best in people. This has been proven especially true for Auburn nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic. From those working at the epicenter to those leading groundbreaking research and treatments, our nursing alumni have shown us the very best of humanity.

---

**TITLE OF AGENDA**

**MONTH DATE YEAR**

**TITLE OF EVENT**

**MONTH DATE YEAR**

**TITLE OF EVENT**

---

**WELCOME**

[Image of Auburn University logo]

---

[Image of Auburn University logo]
**USAGE: CONCEPT**

Use the 3 Pillars as a visual concept to organize images or information on a communication piece.

While keeping the proper angle of 60.5 degrees, create three angled lines in the layout of the page.

---

**STRATEGIC COLLABORATION**

Collaboration with other departments across campus to ensure a cohesive experience for stakeholders. The 3 Pillars encourage collaboration with advanced, diverse data and technology to drive student success in research, teaching and learning.

- **18,000** approaches created
- **260,000** student records reviewed
- **2,800** weekly visits

---

**DEVELOPMENT**

- **18,000** approaches created
- **260,000** student records reviewed
- **2,800** weekly visits

---

**TITLE OF THE AD GOES HERE**

This is placeholder text. Replace it with your title and relevant information.

---

**OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING**

**2020 ANNUAL REPORT**

The Office of Communications and Marketing keeps Auburn's story to life. We proudly serve as the hub for the creative, digital and brand-building functions for several offices, schools, organizations and units across campus; including Athletics, Development, Student Affairs, and others.

2020 was a transformational year, both in Auburn University’s 250th year and our 125th year. The Office of Communications and Marketing, along with its 14th annual report, continues to celebrate Auburn University’s rich history and our commitment to excellence.

---

**ALLOW THE 3 PILLARS TO BE:**

- A visual element in video and print with a word on each pillar.
- A visual divider in the background of the page.
- Containers for imagery.
HOW TO ROTATE

DOs

DON'Ts

UPRIGHT

The 3 Pillars should appear upright.
HOW TO CROP: 3 PILLARS

DOs

DON'Ts
HOW TO CROP: 3 PILLARS AS A CONCEPT

DOs

DON'Ts
**DO**

**DO KEEP THE PROPORTION OF THE 3 PILLARS THE SAME.**

In most Adobe Cloud software, **hold down shift and drag** to keep the same proportions.

In Photoshop, **drag** the bounding box of the 3 Pillars **without holding down shift.** (This has recently changed.)

In Word and PowerPoint, **drag the corners while holding shift.**

**DON’T**

**DON’T ADJUST THE PROPORTION OF THE 3 PILLARS.**

Don’t manipulate the shape in any way.
The minimum height of the 3 Pillars on an 8.5” x 11” page is 0.36 inches tall or 1/30 of the page. Maximum height of the 3 Pillars on an 8.5” x 11” page is 1.36 inches tall or 1/8 of the page. Any height after 1/8 of the page the 3 Pillars is considered the “3 Extended Lines Cropped.”

**Bar Minimum**
- 1/30 of page or 3.3% of page
- 0.36” tall for 8.5” x 11” example

**Bar Maximum**
- 1/8 of page or 12.5% of page
- 1.36” tall for 8.5” x 11” example
There are two different sizes of the 3 Pillars: small and large. Select the size that relates the best to your header and other objects on the page.
THE HEIGHT OF THE 3 PILLARS RELATES TO SIZE OF THE AU LOGO:

To determine the height of the 3 Pillars in relation to the AU Logo on the page, measure the AU logo based on the guidelines below. Minimum and maximum sizes each have their own measurements in relation to the AU logo. These guidelines were created to prevent the 3 Pillars graphic element from becoming too large when it aligns with or appears close to the Auburn logo.

**SMALL:** From the top of the “U” to the bottom of the “A” in the AU.

**LARGE:** From the top of the “U” to the bottom of the “U” in the AU.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum acceptable size for the 3 Pillars is .15 inches wide for print materials or 11 pixels for digital formats. The 3 Pillars should not be made overly large, but sized appropriately based on the design aesthetic of the piece and proper clearspace.

CLEARSPACE
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the 3 Pillars. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. The absolute minimum amount of clearspace is the same as the width of the 3 Pillars.

0.15" min. (11px digital)
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum acceptable size for the 3 Pillars is .15 inches wide for print materials or 11 pixels for digital formats. The 3 Pillars should not be made overly large, but sized appropriately based on the design aesthetic of the piece and proper clearspace.

CLEARSPACE
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the 3 Pillars. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. The absolute minimum amount of clearspace is the same clearspace as the AU logo. The clearspace of the AU logo is equal to the space between the top of the “U” slab serif and the bottom of the “A” slab serif in the AU logo (see diagram).
# BAR + 3 PILLARS DIRECTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORIGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAGE SAMPLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE/HEIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEARSPACE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Bar + 3 Pillars element works best when applied at the top of a piece as a header element. The Bar + 3 Pillars element can contain a title with up to two lines of text. See the examples below. When working with this element, the 3 lines must stay stationary, but the left side of the bar can be extended as far as needed. See the pages to follow for color, size and cleaspace guidelines.

**USAGE EXAMPLES:**
ORIGIN OF THE BAR + 3 PILLARS:

In order to create a border element/header element, the 3 Pillars graphic element was combined with a 60.5° Angled Bar. It is an extension of the 3 Pillars graphic element representing Auburn’s three pillars of instruction, research and outreach.
WHAT THE BAR + 3 PILLARS SYMBOLIZE:

Just like the 3 Pillars, the Bar + 3 Pillars represents Auburn’s three pillars and moving forward.
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR + 3 PILLARS: AUBURN BLUE + AUBURN ORANGE

The primary color combination of the Bar + 3 Pillars is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. The other color options — Auburn orange, white, and Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange — are alternatives that may be used based on design preference, but should match the guidelines for proper background color. **The color combination of a white bar + orange pillars is not permitted, please use all Auburn orange or all white Bar + 3 Pillars.**

**PRINT**

**BAR:**
Pantone 289 C  
100/66/0/76

**3 PILLARS:**
Pantone 158 C  
0/66/99/0

**DIGITAL**

**BAR:**
#0b2341  
11/35/65

**3 PILLARS:**
#e86100  
232/97/0
**COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE + AUBURN ORANGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + Auburn orange.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On light backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + Auburn orange.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t place the Auburn blue + Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t place the Auburn blue + Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn orange in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% Auburn orange.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + Auburn orange.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t place the Bar + 3 Pillars on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Print Background]</td>
<td>![Digital Background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
<td>100% OPACITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always keep the Bar + 3 Pillars at 100% opacity.
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR + 3 PILLARS: AUBURN BLUE + SHADES OF AUBURN

Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange is an alternative to the Auburn blue + Auburn orange option, depending on design preference. The color variation in the shades of Auburn orange can enhance a design.

**PRINT**

**BAR:**
- Pantone 289 C
- 100/66/0/76

**3 PILLARS:**
- Line 1 = 0/66/99/0
- Line 2 = 0/70/100/8
- Line 3 = 0/74/100/16

**DIGITAL**

**BAR:**
- #0b2341
- 11/35/65

**3 PILLARS:**
- Line 1 = 237/129/51
- Line 2 = 232/97/0
- Line 3 = 204/78/11
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE + SHADES OF AUBURN ORANGE

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange.”

On light backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange.”

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% Auburn orange.

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange.”

Don’t place the Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Don’t place the Auburn blue + shades of Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Always keep the Bar + 3 Pillars at 100% opacity.
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR + 3 PILLARS: FULL AUBURN ORANGE

The primary color combination of the Bar + 3 Pillars is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Full Auburn orange is an alternate option, depending on design preference. The Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars looks great on the Auburn blue background.

**PRINT**

Pantone 158 C 0/66/99/0

**DIGITAL**

#e86100 232/97/0
COLOR USAGE - FULL AUBURN ORANGE

**PRINT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background Color</th>
<th>Auburn Blue + Auburn Orange</th>
<th>Auburn Orange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. But in some instances you may use Auburn orange, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, &quot;Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn orange.&quot;</td>
<td>Don’t place the Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>On light backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. But in some instances you may use Auburn orange, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, &quot;Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn orange.&quot;</td>
<td>Don’t place the Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>On dark backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the previous page, &quot;Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn orange.&quot;</td>
<td>Don’t place the Auburn orange Bar + 3 Pillars on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIGITAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background Color</th>
<th>Auburn Blue + Auburn Orange</th>
<th>Auburn Orange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Choose 100% White</td>
<td>On Aub ern orange backgrounds, use 100% white.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Choose 100% Auburn Orange</td>
<td>On Aub ern blue backgrounds, use 100% Auburn orange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPACITY NOTES**

Always keep the Bar + 3 Pillars at 100% opacity.
COLOR CODES OF **THE BAR + 3 PILLARS: WHITE**

White is an alternate option, depending on design preference. White looks best on top of an Auburn orange or blue background. For all other colored backgrounds, choose Auburn blue + Auburn orange before choosing white.

**PRINT**

100% white/paper 0/0/0/0

**DIGITAL**

100% white/paper #ffffff 255/255/255
COLOR USAGE - WHITE

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the page “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + Auburn orange.”

Don’t place white Bar + 3 Pillars on a light background. The preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the page “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: Auburn blue + Auburn orange.”

On mid-range backgrounds, the preferred color is white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

On mid-range backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn orange. In some instances white may be used, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

On dark photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

On Auburn blue backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn orange. In some instances white may be used, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue + Auburn orange. In some instances you may use 100% white, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes Bar + 3 Pillars: white.”

Always keep the Bar + 3 Pillars at 100% opacity.
**USAGE: EMPHASIZED HEADER**

Use the Bar + 3 Pillars as a header at the top of a page to add visual interest. Let the Bar + 3 Pillars emphasize a title or a logo. Make sure to follow the clearspace and size guidelines on the following pages. See “Color Options” pages for proper usage of colors.
**USAGE: FRAME FOR TITLE**

Use the Bar + 3 Pillars as a header element that contains a title. The Bar + 3 Pillars can only contain up to two lines of text. Make sure to follow the clearspace and size guidelines on the following pages. See “Color Options” pages for proper usage of colors. Make sure to leave proper clearspace around the text in the graphic element. See the page “Clearspace of text inside the Bar + 3 Pillars” for clearspace rules for this usage example.
ENVISION THE JOURNEY
FOLLOWING THE PATH OF AUBURN UNIVERSITY'S HISTORY THROUGH MANY YEARS OF SUCCESS

TIGER SPIRIT ON AUBURN'S CAMPUS
**USAGE: SOCIAL MEDIA ICON FRAME**

Use the Bar + 3 Pillars as a frame for social media icons. The Bar + 3 Pillars can only contain one or two lines of text. Make sure to leave proper clearspace around the text inside the Bar. See the page “Clearspace inside the Bar + 3 Pillars” for clearspace rules for this usage example.

**MEET WITH AN ADVISOR**

On pro beaquam dunti od et volupta sedi volupta quidem ipiandi tiatus di tecuscipsum voluptur simmininet pelitati ut re et, te num into to essedi aut quatum quati aspel inti tempox dolupta sum vent faceribeat vit qui ducileiquita nonise vel es asi dios simet eosant faccus aln eatur sequam, se soloribusta sequisc ienecti sitiori asimint lautem veliten isquam quos voluplio.

Totati omnitauqia quidundant reiuntem as deribeatem velesequas ut od qui conseriae doluptatis atisci enietur, que oditempo est estis eauruntur, sum ea viditas estis sum, nos alcia soloresit asi tem cus exerupta nimin comnit.

**MAJORS**

- Agriculture
- Architecture
- Industrial Design
- Graphic Design
- Landscape Architecture
- Business Analytics
- Finance
- Marketing
- Supply Chain Management
- Education
- Engineering

**LEARN MORE @ auburn.edu**

**SUMMER PROGRAMS**

2023

**FOLLOW @AUPROGRAM ON SOCIAL MEDIA**
SAVE THE DATE

March 20, 2023

ADMITTED STUDENT DAY

YOUR HEADER GOES HERE.

This would be basic information supporting your headline or event. Entiusa ridens ut oceaeptat
tope natibus evel as estis etur, tam oaeum et
locia sit oal quam nioned que et aut se missecat,
etut? Pudae nonnsen reni andanda dolorporeum
facidincia eatisus es vel et dolo volum endit parum

AGENDA

8:00 AM
Registration

9:00 AM
Morning Session

12:00 PM
Lunch Provided

Need more information?
Visit auburn.edu/campus
**USAGE: TOP/BOTTOM BORDER**

Use the Bar + 3 Pillars at the top/bottom of a page as a border. Make sure to follow the clearspace and size guidelines on the following pages. See “Color Options” pages for proper usage of colors.

In some cases, you may allow the Bars + 3 Pillars to emphasize a graphic. Make sure to have the proper clearspace when emphasizing a graphic.
**USAGE: DIVIDER**

Use the Bar + 3 Pillars as a divider between two elements of a design. Make sure to follow the clearspace and size guidelines on the following pages. See “Color Options” pages for proper usage of colors.
**DOs**

**Upright**
The 3 Pillars should appear upright.

**Horizontally + Vertically Reflected**
Reflect the bar horizontally and then vertically to allow the 3 Pillars to remain in an upright (upward) position. The Bar will appear on the right side of the 3 Pillars.

**DON'Ts**

**Horizontally Reflected Alone**

**Vertically Reflected Alone**

**Rotated at Random Angles**

**Rotated 90 Degrees**
**DO**

1. **DO KEEP THE PROPORTION OF THE BAR + 3 PILLARS THE SAME.**
   
   In most Adobe Cloud software, hold down shift and drag to keep the same proportions.
   
   In Photoshop, drag the bounding box of the Bar + 3 Pillars without holding down shift. (This has recently changed.)
   
   In Word and PowerPoint, drag the corners while holding shift.

2. **DO EXTEND THE BAR + 3 PILLARS WHILE MAINTAINING PROPORTIONS OF 3 PILLARS.**
   
   In most Adobe Cloud software, use the Direct Selection Tool (A) while holding SHIFT to select only the anchor points at the left end of the Bar. Click the left Arrow key on the keyboard until the bar is extended to the desired length.
   
   Create the desired length of the Bar in Adobe Illustrator before dropping into PowerPoint or Word. Once you have dropped the Bar + 3 Pillars into PowerPoint or Word, crop the Bar to the desired length.
HOW TO SCALE

DON’T

1. DON’T STRETCH THE PILLARS. ALWAYS KEEP THE PROPER PROPORTION OF THE 3 PILLARS.

2. DON’T STRETCH THE PILLARS. ALWAYS KEEP THE PROPER PROPORTION OF THE 3 PILLARS.

3. DON’T ADJUST THE 3 PILLARS IN ANY WAY. ALWAYS KEEP THE PROPER PROPORTION OF THE 3 PILLARS.
Scale of the bar increases as an additional line of text is added to create more space for the additional line of text. Always make sure the angle of the Bar is still the same angle as the original 60.5 degrees. Please note that after two lines of text the Bar + 3 Pillars becomes the “60.5 degree angled shape + 3 Extended Lines Cropped to the Height of the Bar,” and should follow guidelines accordingly. Reference the page “When Bar + 3 Pillars becomes 60.5 degree angled shape + 3 Extended Lines Cropped to the Height of the Bar” for more information.
The minimum height of the Bar + 3 Pillars on an 8.5” x 11” page is 0.36 inches tall or 1/30 of the page. Maximum height of the Bar + 3 Pillars on an 8.5” x 11” page is 1.36 inches tall or 1/8 of the page. Any height after 1/8 of the page the Bar + 3 Pillars is considered the “60.5 degree angled shape + 3 Extended Lines Cropped to the Height of the Bar.”

---

**All of these examples are based on 8.5” x 11” sizing.**

1- Too small

2- This Works

3- This Works

4- This becomes the 60.5° Degree Angled Shape + 3 Extended Lines Cropped to the Height of Bar.

5- This becomes the 60.5° Degree Angled Shape + 3 Extended Lines Cropped to the Height of Bar.

---

**Bar Minimum**

1/30 of page

or

3.3% of page

.36” measurement for 8.5” x 11” example

1 Line of Text

---

**Bar Maximum**

1/8 of page

or

12.5% of page

1.36” measurement for 8.5” x 11” example

2 Lines of Text
There are two different sizes of the Bar + 3 Pillars: small and large. Select the size that relates the best to your header and other objects on the page.
To determine the height of the Bar + 3 Pillars in relation to the AU Logo on the page, measure the AU logo based on the guidelines below. Minimum and maximum sizes each have their own measurements in relation to the AU logo. These guidelines were created to prevent the Bar + 3 Pillars graphic element from becoming too large when it aligns to or appears close to the Auburn logo.

**SMALL:** From the top of the “U” to the bottom of the “A” in the AU.

**LARGE:** From the top of the “U” to the bottom of the “U” in the AU.
**CLEARSPACE**

**MINIMUM SIZE**
The 3 Pillars minimum acceptable size .25 inches wide for print materials or 20 pixels for digital formats. The Bar + 3 Pillars should not be made overly large, but sized appropriately based on the height guidelines on the previous page.

**CLEARSPACE**
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the Bar + 3 Pillars. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. For the right side, the absolute minimum amount of clearspace is the width of the 3 Pillars.

For the left side, the bar should completely bleed off the page.

For the top and bottom, the minimum amount of clearspace is 1/2 the width of the 3 Pillars.

0.25" min. (20px digital)
CLEARSPACE INSIDE THE BAR + 3 PILLARS

For a title in the Bar + 3 Pillars, make sure there is plenty of breathing room between the text and the edge of the graphic element. Center the text vertically in the graphic element.

**DOs**

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This is correct usage of text in the Bar + 3 Pillars as a title.

**DON'Ts**

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This example falls too far to the right and is too close to the right edge of the bar.

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This example falls too far to the left and is too close to the left edge of the bar.

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY**

This example is too close to all the edges of the bar and needs to decrease in font size.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Follow the clearspace rules from the page above. The clearspace between text in a title and the Bar + 3 Pillars is equal to the space between the top of the "U" slab serif and the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU logo. See the example below.
Follow the clearspace rules from the clearspace page. The clearspace between a logo and the Bar + 3 Pillars is equal to the space between the top of the "U" slab serif and the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU logo. See the example below.

0.25" min. (20px digital)

1/2 X

BLEED OFF PAGE

1/2 X

3" example

1/2 X

WELCOME

TITLE OF AGENDA
BAR DIRECTORY

BAR
ORIGIN
COLORS
USAGE SAMPLES
ROTATION
CROP
SCALE
SIZE/HEIGHT
CLEARSPACE
GRAPHIC ELEMENT 4: BAR

Remove the 3 Pillars from the Bar and 3 Pillars and that leaves the Bar alone. The Bar can act as a text container for titles and up to four lines of text. See the pages to follow for color, size and clearguide guidelines.

USAGE EXAMPLES:
Since the angle of the bar is 60.5 degrees, the Bar represents Auburn moving forward.
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR: AUBURN BLUE

The primary color of the Bar is Auburn blue. Auburn orange and white are alternatives that may be used based on design preference.

PRINT

BAR:
Pantone 289 C
100/66/0/76

DIGITAL

BAR:
#0b2341
11/35/65
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE

On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue. Follow the color codes on the previous page, "Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn blue."

On light backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue. Follow the color codes on the previous page, "Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn blue."

Don’t place the Auburn blue Bar on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Bar on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn orange in this case.

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% Auburn orange.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% Auburn blue.

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the Bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text. The opacity can be 100%-20% based on the desired look.

If the Auburn blue Bar is visible on a dark photographic background, it can be placed there. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the Bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text. The opacity can be 100%-20% based on the desired look.

Only adjust the opacity of Auburn blue Bar when it falls on top of a photographic background. Otherwise the Bar should be 100% opacity.
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR: AUBURN ORANGE

Auburn orange is an alternate color option, depending on design preference. The Auburn orange Bar looks great on the Auburn blue background.

PRINT

Pantone 158 C
0/66/99/0

DIGITAL

#e86100
232/97/0
COLOR CODES OF THE BAR: **WHITE**

White is an alternate option, depending on design preference. White looks best on top of an Auburn orange or blue background. For all other colored backgrounds, choose the Auburn blue or Auburn orange colors before choosing white.

**PRINT**

100% white/paper
0/0/0/0

**DIGITAL**

100% white/paper
#ffffff
255/255/255
On white backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue. Follow the color codes on the page “Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn blue.”

Don’t place the white Bar on a light background. The preferred color is Auburn blue. Follow the color codes on the page “Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn blue.”

On mid-range backgrounds, the preferred color is white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes of the Bar: white.”

On mid-range backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn orange. In some instances white may be used, as seen here. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes of the Bar: white.”

On dark photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is white. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text.

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn blue. In some instances you may use 100%-45% white, as seen here. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes of the Bar: white.”

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white. Follow the color codes on the previous page, “Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn blue.”

Only adjust the opacity of the white Bar when it falls on top of a photographic background. Otherwise the Bar should be 100% opacity.
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN ORANGE

On white backgrounds, you may use Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the page "Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn orange."

On light backgrounds, you may use Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the page "Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn orange."

Don’t place the Auburn orange Bar on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On dark backgrounds, you may use Auburn orange. Follow the color codes on the page "Color Codes of the Bar: Auburn orange."

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

On Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% Auburn orange.

On light photographic backgrounds, the preferred color is Auburn orange. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the Bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text. The opacity can be 100%-20% based on the desired look.

If the Auburn orange Bar is visible on a dark photographic background, it can be placed there. The Bar is meant to be used as a text container. Adjust the opacity of the bar to appear as a subtle element on the page highlighting text. The opacity can be 100%-20% based on the desired look.

OPACITY NOTES

Only adjust the opacity of the Auburn orange Bar when it falls on top of a photographic background. Otherwise the Bar should be 100% opacity.
**USAGE: AS A HEADER**

Use the Bar alone at the top of a page as a header. Allow the Bar to contain a single line of text as the title. The text can be in all caps or title case. See cleaspace guide on the following pages.

---

**MEET WITH AN ADVISOR**

On pro beaquam dunti od et volupta sedi volupta quidem grani titaus di tecscipsum voluptur ammimat palliat ut re et, le num into to exesi aut quem quiei aspel inti temps dolupta sum vent fecerbeat vilt qui dicilipuata nonae vel es asi dio smet essant faccus ohn setor sequeam, se solorable sequiic seneti action asimoto lauet veliten iequam quies volupto.

Totati omniaquia quidunt resuniem as denbeatem velsequea ut od qui consenee doluptatia atisc eienviur, que quefiteml est estio esornut, sum ex vitias este sum, nos Alicia soloreste asi tem cu euerpta nimm comint, omnioron porciuuum quidet as sequi cone dolupta tisitor rec norae preprepar rimne sim evelast rumquint: acculpa riodem.

---

**MAJORS**

- Agriculture
- Architecture
- Industrial Design
- Landscape Architecture
- Business Analytics
- Finance
- Marketing
- Supply Chain Management
- Education
- Engineering

---

**SIGN UP FOR AVIATION**

AUBURN’S AVIATION PROGRAM

Umquatur si ommo maio et ut resequiul quia intihipi assumur se macenium nullion vero odit quia nos dolorum inandes est, core placepe perisonsequi del exccersam quiu audion come pori dolorunt pori siti sitAutomorbus eat.

Tuti Met silt vellautet. Simpore penehendus cum explaudant.

Mux eost, to corse volor aut quia es exem mans maiorap ediste voloribus, omna nos nos dolupat lacim et pibusam, ut omnataura quid molupta illet, opta es sant es es precationis et sum ab modiae propro erlani onesequam hani tem Fuga.

Opta verciuaem dolorpor sectibusam deluptat ommluption ant aboremq uniusnusam ne ina varum utilandam. Expis dolupta venis nulpa sim que expersperio re volo exploqhe m, coro inellect vulusen et colorrescaex nix, quam, quamiaese accullor roloresia vulupta ssimos sum ad mo quiquis ea demulsipnae quam nos assequial ulpario eme nobit.

---

**ENROLL IN CLASSES TODAY**

JAMES WHITTE
School of Aviation Director

---

**ENROLL FOR SPRING NOW**

" Auborn"
CHOOSE YOUR PATH TO A NATURE-BASED CAREER

Our graduates are employed within industry, private business, law, academia, research, government, nonprofits, and non-government agencies.

CHOOSE YOUR PATH TO A FORESTRY-BASED CAREER

Forestry

Our curriculum combines cutting-edge theory and field practice to prepare the next generation of professionals with the knowledge and hands-on experience to succeed in a wide range of career fields within this dynamic industry. Forestry majors are accredited by the Society of American Foresters (SAF). Graduation from such SAF-accredited programs is required of all applicants to obtain Registered Forester status in Alabama and several other states.

Choose your career

- Forester
- Conservationist
- Logistics and Operations Manager
- Land and Resource Manager
- Forest Finance and Investments Manager
- Biomass Researcher and Product Developer

Our graduates are employed within industry, private business, law, academia, research, government, nonprofits.
A NEW BEGINNING STARTS TODAY

Need a fresh start. Auburn University has opportunities for scholarship programs.

MEET WITH AN ADVISOR

On pro bequam dunti od et volupta sedi voluptur quidem iipiendi tatus di tecuscipsum voluptur siminmet pelitati ut re et, te num into to essedi aut quatum quiasp aspel ini tempos dolupta sum vent faceribeat wit qui ductiquatia nissance vel es asi dias simet eosant foccus aln eatur sequam, se soloribuste sequisc ienecti sitiori asimint lautem veliten isquam quos voluptio.

Totati omnitaqia quidundant riuentem as derbeatem velesequas ut od qui consereae doluptatis atisci enietur, que odittempel est estis earunt, sum ea viditas estis sum, nos alicia solorestis asi tem cus exerupta nimin coninit, omnmaior porcicietum quodit as sequi cone dolupta tistor recerae pronepem iniime sim evelest rumquanti. acculpa rciadem.
HOW TO ROTATE

**DOs**

**Upright**
The Bar should appear upright.

**Horizontally + Vertically Reflected**
Reflect the bar horizontally and then vertically to allow it to remain in an upright (upward) position.

**DON'Ts**

- Horizontally Reflected Alone
- Vertically Reflected Alone
- Rotated at Random Angles
- Rotated 90 Degrees
HOW TO CROP

DOs

DON'Ts
**HOW TO SCALE**

**DO**

1. **DO KEEP THE PROPORTION OF THE BAR THE SAME.**
   
   In most Adobe Cloud software, hold down shift and drag to keep the same proportions.
   
   In Photoshop, drag the bounding box of the Bar without holding down shift. (This has recently changed.)
   
   In Word and PowerPoint, drag the corners while holding shift.

**DON’T**

2. **DON’T ADJUST THE PROPORTION OF THE BAR.**
   
   Don’t manipulate the Bar in any way.
   
   Don’t stretch the Bar in any way, scale it proportionally.

Always keep the angle of the bar at 60.5 degrees.
The minimum height of the bar on an 8.5” x 11” page is 0.36 inches tall. Maximum height of the bar on an 8.5” x 11” page is 1.83 inches tall. Any height after 1.83 inches tall, the Bar is considered the 60.5 degree angled shape.

All of these examples are based on 8.5” x 11” sizing.

1- TOO SMALL

2- THIS WORKS

3- THIS WORKS

4- THIS WORKS

5- TOO LARGE, THIS IS NOW CONSIDERED A 60.5° ANGLED SHAPE

BAR MINIMUM
1/30 of page
or
3.3% of page
0.36” measurement for 8.5” x 11” example

BAR MAXIMUM
1/6 of page
or
16.66% of page
1.83” measurement for 8.5” x 11” example
When the Bar Becomes 60.5° Angled Shape

At a certain size the Bar graphic element is no longer considered the Bar, it is considered a 60.5° angled shape. Once the Bar stops looking like a long, thin bar, the Bar is considered the 60.5° angled shape. Example five is when the Bar turns into a 60.5° angled shape, which means you can create the 60.5° angled shape by using the pen or rectangle tool. The Bar should be considered the 60.5 degree angled shape when the height exceeds 1.83” tall on an 8.5” x 11” page, or when the bar exceeds 1/6 of the page it sits on.

All of these examples are based on 8.5” x 11” sizing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale of the Bar depends on lines of text</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 Line</strong></td>
<td>I believe that this is a practical world and that I can count only on what I earn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Lines</strong></td>
<td>I believe that this is a practical world and that I can count only on what I earn. Therefore, I believe in work, hard work. I believe in education, which gives me the knowledge to work wisely and trains my mind and my hands to work skillfully. I believe in honesty and truthfulness, without which I cannot win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Lines</strong></td>
<td>Please note that after four lines of text the Bar becomes the 60.5° angled shape and should follow guidelines accordingly. Reference the page “When the Bar becomes 60.5° angled shape” for more information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale of the Bar increases as more lines of text are added, creating room for the lines of text. Always make sure the angle of the Bar is still the same angle as the original 60.5 degrees.
**CLEARSPACE**

**MINIMUM SIZE**
The Bar’s minimum acceptable size is .25 inches tall for print materials or 20 pixels for digital formats. The Bar should not be made overly large, but sized appropriately based on the lines of text guidelines on the previous page.

**CLEARSPACE**
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the Bar. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. **For the right side, the absolute minimum amount of clearspace is the same clearspace as the AU logo.** The clearspace of the AU logo is equal to the space between the top of the "U" slab serif and the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU (see diagram).

For the left side, the bar should completely bleed off the page.

For the top and bottom sides, the absolute minimum amount of clearspace is half of the same clearspace as the AU logo.

Place an AU logo on the page and make sure it is properly sized to the page. Then measure the distance of the top of the "U" slab serif to the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU logo on the page. Use that distance to determine the clearspace of the Bar.
CLEARSPACE OF TEXT INSIDE THE BAR

For text in the Bar, make sure there is plenty of breathing room between the text and the edge of the graphic element. Center the text vertically in the graphic element.

**DOs**

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This is correct usage of text in the Bar + 3 Pillars as a title.

**DON'Ts**

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This example falls too far to the right and is too close to the right edge of the bar.

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION**

This example falls too far to the left and is too close to the left edge of the bar.

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY**

This example is too close to all the edges of the bar and needs to decrease in font size.
### ARROW TIP DIRECTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARROW TIP</th>
<th>&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORIGIN</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAGE SAMPLES</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTATION</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROP</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEARSPACE</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRAPHIC ELEMENT 5: ARROW TIP

Derived from the tip of the Arrow, this graphic element is meant to be used sparingly as a pointer to call out some key information. For example, use the Arrow Tip to point to a website url.

USAGE EXAMPLE:

CLICK TO VIEW AND DOWNLOAD LOGO FILES FROM THE BRAND CENTER: Logos (University, College, Units)
The Arrow Tip element comes from slicing the top of the Arrow.
COLOR CODES OF **THE ARROW TIP: AUBURN ORANGE**

Select Auburn orange or blue for most backgrounds. When the contrast is too low, select white.

**PRINT**

Pantone 158 C
0/66/99/0

**DIGITAL**

#e86100
232/97/0
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN ORANGE

On white backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #E86100 for digital screens.

On light backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #E86100 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow Tip on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On dark backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #E86100 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow Tip on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

The opacity of the Arrow Tip should be 100%.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW TIP: AUBURN BLUE

Select Auburn blue or orange for most backgrounds. When the contrast is too low, select white.

PRINT
Pantone 289 C
100/66/0/76

DIGITAL
#0b2341
11/35/65
**COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE**

**On white backgrounds**, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

**On light backgrounds**, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

**Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Tip on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.**

**Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Tip on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.**

**On Auburn orange backgrounds**, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

**Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Tip on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.**

Use 100% white for the Arrow Tip when located on an Auburn blue background.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW TIP: WHITE

When the contrast is low, select white. Otherwise select Auburn orange or blue first.

PRINT
100% white/paper
0/0/0/0

DIGITAL
100% white/paper
#ffffff
255/255/255
## Color Usage - White

### CHOOSE AUBURN BLUE OR AUBURN ORANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINT</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="White Arrow Tip" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="White Arrow Tip" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **100% OPACITY**

On white backgrounds, use Auburn blue or Auburn orange. Make sure to select the correct codes for print vs. digital.

### PRINT

- **100% OPACITY**

Don’t place a white Arrow Tip on a light background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

### DIGITAL

- **100% OPACITY**

For Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

### PRINT

- **100% OPACITY**

For Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% white.

### DIGITAL

- **100% OPACITY**

Don’t place a white Arrow Tip on a light photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

### PRINT

- **100% OPACITY**

For mid-range backgrounds, use 100% white.

### DIGITAL

- **100% OPACITY**

For Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% white.

### PRINT

- **100% OPACITY**

For dark backgrounds, use 100% white.

### DIGITAL

- **100% OPACITY**

Don’t place a white Arrow Tip on a light photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

### PRINT

- **100% OPACITY**

For dark photographic backgrounds, use 100% white.

### DIGITAL

- **100% OPACITY**

For Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

### OPACITY NOTES

- **The opacity of the Arrow Tip should be 100%**.
**USAGE:** WEBSITE URL

Use the Arrow Tip to point to a website url.
HOW TO ROTATE

**DOs**

**90 Degrees to Right**
The Arrow Tip should normally appear rotated to the right at a 90 degree angle to point out information. This represents moving forward.

**Upright**
In rare instances, the Arrow Tip can appear upright to point out information, this represent moving upward.

**DON'Ts**

**90 Degrees to Left**

**Downward**

**30 Degrees to Left**

**150 Degrees to Left**

**30 Degrees to Right**
HOW TO CROP: ARROW TIP

**DOs**

**DON'Ts**
**DO**

**DO KEEP THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW TIP THE SAME.**

In most Adobe Cloud software, **hold down shift and drag** to keep the same proportions.

In Photoshop, **drag** the bounding box of the Arrow Tip **without holding down shift**. (This has recently changed.)

In Word and PowerPoint, **drag the corners while holding shift**.

---

**DON’T**

**DON’T ADJUST THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW TIP.**

Don’t manipulate the shape in any way.

Don’t stretch the shape.
The minimum acceptable size for the Arrow Tip is .1 inches wide for print materials or 7.2 pixels for digital formats. The Arrow Tip should be small in comparison to the rest of a page because it functions as a pointer for information or links. Be sure to follow proper clearspace guidelines.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum acceptable size for the Arrow Tip is .1 inches wide for print materials or 7.2 pixels for digital formats. The Arrow Tip should be small because it functions as a pointer for information or links. It should be sized appropriately based on the design aesthetic of the piece and proper clearspace.

CLEARSPACE
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the Arrow Tip. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. The minimum amount of clearspace is half the clearspace of the AU logo. The clearspace of the AU logo is equal to the space between the top of the "U" slab serif and the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU (see diagram).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARROW PEAK</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORIGIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAGE SAMPLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEARSPACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRAPHIC ELEMENT 6: ARROW PEAK

Derived from the Arrow, this graphic element is meant to be used sparingly as a button for navigation, creating a link to a web page.

USAGE EXAMPLE:
ORIGIN OF THE ARROW PEAK ELEMENT:

The Arrow Peak element derives from cutting the top inside section of the Arrow element.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW PEAK: AUBURN ORANGE

Select Auburn orange or blue for most backgrounds. When the contrast is too low, select white.

PRINT
Pantone 158 C
0/66/99/0

DIGITAL
#e86100
232/97/0
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN ORANGE

PANTONE 158 C - PRINT #E86100 - DIGITAL

On white backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.

On light backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow Peak on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On dark backgrounds, use Pantone 158 C for printed materials or #e86100 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn orange Arrow Peak on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Use 100% white for the Arrow Peak when located on an Auburn orange background.

OPACITY NOTES

The opacity of the Arrow Peak should be 100%.
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW PEAK: AUBURN BLUE

Select Auburn blue or orange for most backgrounds. When the contrast is too low, select white.

PRINT
Pantone 289 C
100/66/0/76

DIGITAL
#0b2341
11/35/65
COLOR USAGE - AUBURN BLUE

On white backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

On light backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Peak on a mid-range background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Peak on a dark background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

Don’t place the Auburn blue Arrow Peak on a dark photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% white in this case.

On Auburn orange backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

On light photographic backgrounds, use Pantone 289 C for printed materials or #0b2341 for digital screens.

Use 100% white for the Arrow Peak when located on an Auburn blue background.

The opacity of the Arrow Peak should be 100%. 

OPACITY NOTES

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY

100% OPACITY
COLOR CODES OF THE ARROW PEAK: WHITE

When the contrast is low, select white. Otherwise select Auburn orange or blue first.

PRINT
100% white/paper
0/0/0/0

DIGITAL
100% white/paper
#ffffff
255/255/255
COLOR USAGE - WHITE

CHOICE AUBURN BLUE OR AUBURN ORANGE

On white backgrounds, use Auburn blue or Auburn orange. Make sure to select the correct codes for print vs. digital.

Don’t place a white Arrow Peak on a light background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

For mid-range backgrounds, use 100% white.

For dark backgrounds, use 100% white.

For Auburn orange backgrounds, use 100% white.

For Auburn blue backgrounds, use 100% white.

Don’t place a white Arrow Peak on a light photographic background because there is not enough contrast. Use 100% Auburn blue in this case.

For dark photographic backgrounds, use 100% white.

The opacity of the Arrow Peak should be 100%.
**USAGE: NAVIGATION BUTTON**

Use the Arrow Peak as a navigation button to a web page.
**HOW TO ROTATE**

**DOs**

**90 Degrees to Right**
The Arrow Peak usually will appear rotated to the right at a 90 degree angle to point out information as a bullet. This represents **moving forward**.

**Upright**
In rare instances the Arrow Peak can appear upright to point out information. This represents **moving upward**.

**DON'Ts**

**90 Degrees to Left**

**Downward**

**30 Degrees to Left**

**150 Degrees to Left**

**30 Degrees to Right**
HOW TO CROP: ARROW TIP

DOs

DON'Ts
DO

KEEPS THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW PEAK THE SAME.

In most Adobe Cloud software, **hold down shift and drag** to keep the same proportions.

In Photoshop, **drag** the bounding box of the Arrow Peak **without holding down shift**. (This has recently changed.)

In Word and PowerPoint, **drag the corners while holding shift**.

DON’T

ADJUST THE PROPORTION OF THE ARROW PEAK.

Don’t manipulate the shape in any way.

Don’t stretch the shape.
The minimum acceptable size for the Arrow Peak is .15 inches wide for print materials or 10.8 pixels for digital formats. The Arrow Peak should be small in comparison to the rest of the page because it functions as a navigation button to link to a web page. Be sure to follow proper clearspace guidelines.
MINIMUM SIZE
The minimum acceptable size for the Arrow Peak is .15 inches wide for print materials or 10.8 pixels for digital formats. The Arrow Peak should be small because it functions as a navigation button to link to a web page. It should be sized appropriately based on the design aesthetic of the piece and proper clearspace.

CLEARSPACE
It is important to follow clearspace guidelines for the Arrow Peak. The surrounding area should be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. The minimum amount of clearspace is half the clearspace of the AU logo. The clearspace of the AU logo is equal to the space between the top of the "U" slab serif and the bottom of the "A" slab serif in the AU (see diagram).